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ABSTRACT 

A comparison of depictions of Sahu res Mediterranean and Red Sea ships suggests that the latter were smaller and lighter. Details from these 

reliefs with a comparison of structural features from the Khufu I vessel suggest that both types of Sahures ships were designed to be broken down 

and rebuilt. Moreover, Sahures small ships may have been designed specifically for the Red Sea, but iconographic, textual and archaeological 

evidence allow for the possibility that as early as the Middle Kingdom but no later than the reign of Hatshepsut (c. 1479-1458 BCE) 

Mediterranean and Punt ships were the same possibly due to changes in ship construction. 

INTRODUCTION 1 

A relief depicting two Punt ships from the causeway ofSahure 

(c. 2487-2475 BCE) was recently published in Abusir XVI: 

Sahu re-The Pyramid Causeway: History and Decoration Program 

in the Old Kingdom. 2 In my review of the book, I stated that the 

ships of Sahure' s returning Punt expedition were identical to those 

of his Mediterranean fleet; 3 however, upon further reflection, I 

realized that this statement is incorrect. I present here a 

comparison of the features of the two types of vessels in Sahure's 

reliefs, as well as other comparative iconographic and 

archaeological material, and propose reasons for their differences. 

The word "ship" has a number of different meanings, 

depending on type of vessel, the period, or social context. I define 

a ship in this manuscript as a sailed, seagoing vessel and will use 

"boat" to refer to vessels constructed for use on the Nile. 

BASIC ASSUMPTION 

This study is based on the assumption that the boats and ships 

portrayed by artists in reliefs for royalty and high-ranking 

individuals from the Fourth through the Sixth Dynasties and from 

the reign of Hatshepsur are accurate representations. This has 

been a standard, if unstated, assumption in most publications that 
discuss structural features depicted on the ships of both Sahure's4 

and Hatshepsut's reliefs. 5 Concerning Sahure's twelve 

Mediterranean ships, Cheryl Ward has observed that they have 

"fine details of rigging, hull construction, cargo, and passengers."6 

It has been argued that details of the fish, plants, and people 
depicted in Hatshepsut's Punt reliefs are so accurate that an artist 

or artists must have voyaged to Punt. If so, depictions of ships 

should likewise be accurate, possibly being the product of 

eyewitnesses.7 Ward describes the depictions of Hatshepsut' s ten 

Punt ships at Deir el-Bahri as showing "consistency in dimensions 

for steering oar blades, beam ends, oar looms, beam spacing, and 

crutch height [ when compared] with finds [ of actual ship remains] 

from Gawasis."8 Finally, her full-scale interpretation of a Punt 

ship, which underwent a successful sea trial, has structural features 

drawn from these reliefs.9 

Among Nilotic working boats, only Hatshepsut's obelisk 

carrier has undergone the same degree of examination as these 

ships; the main point of contention regarding this vessel has been 

its length rather than its structural features. 10 It has been the tacit 

assumption of both Lionel Casson and Bjorn Landstrom, in their 

analyses of other working boat imagery, that Nile river craft reflect 

a degree of accuracy similar to that of the Punt ships.11 

Egyptian artists depict structural details on ships and boats 
that are consistent with a vessel's function and known 

contemporary building techniques. 12 For example, the recently 

discovered reliefs ofSahure's royal sailboats are nearly identical to 

the Khufu I vessel, including the small lashing covers at bow and 

stern used to secure hood-ends that support the papyriform 

decorations. 13 

Most Egyptians lived near the Nile and probably saw various 

types of boats every day: the most common conveyance for travel 

was by boat. 14 A naval yard for the repair and construction of ships 
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figure 1: Reconstruction of a Mediterranean ship (after Borchardt, Das Grabdenkmal des Konigs Sahu-re II I 1913], pis 

11-12 and photographs from the University of Chicago, Oriental Institute, B 567-571) 

C 

D 

figure 2: Reconstruction of a Punt ship (after El Awady, Abusir XVJ: Sahure-1'he Pyramid Causeway: History and 

Decoration Program in the Old Kingdom I 20091, pl. S) 

figure 3: Hatshepsut's Punt ship (after Naville, 1'hc Temple of Deir cl Bahri lll I 1898], pl. 73) 

was located near Memphis.15 Furthermore, as discussed below, it 

appears chat E!:,'Ypcians sailed Mediterranean and Red Sea ships on 

the Nile co celebrate a successful voyage. Ships sailing on the Nile 

appear to have been a common sight. For these reasons, the 

depictions of all vessels discussed below can he fairly assumed co be 

reasonably accurate representations of contemporary vessels. 

However, it must not be forgotten chat they are artistic 

representations created for religious purposes within the confines 

of an artistic canon, not scaled ship drawings for use by 

shipwrights. 

CONDITIONS OF THE RELIEFS AND RECONSTRUCTIONS 

All depictions ofSahure's Mediterranean and Punt ships a.re 

incomplete. Even the best preserved depiction of :t Mediterrane:m 

ship lacks many details. Fragmentary depictions of twelve 

Mediterranean ships survive; two of these retain many fra.cun.:s, 

visible in the published epigraphic drawings.1" The large number 

of samples is important because details can be lost due to wear: it 

should be remembered char paint, which has commonly worn 

away, would have provided corrections and additional details to 
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the carved relief Furthermore, while Egyptian ,trtists have been 

known to omit details, there is no recognized evidence that they 

added details chat did not exist.17 

Being able to compare structural details from photographs 

and epigraphic drawings of such a large number of depictions 

allows for a more accurate reconstruction of the representation of 
a Mediterranean ship (Fii,'llrc 1). To create my composite 

rcconscruccion I worked from the assumption chat any structural 

detail that appeared on one ship would have been standard on all. 
I h,tve also reversed the orientation of the Mediterranean ship to 

facilit,tte comparison with the Punt vessel. 

Only two depictions of Sahurc's Red Sea ships survive, but 
one is in excellent condition except for the top of the mast, the aft 

end of the hogging truss, and the stern fence, which were either 

missing or in poor condition. These features survived on the 
second ship, so I traced and added them to my rendition of the first 

(Figure 2).18 I omitted the mm and rudders ofSahure's ships to 

mal(c it easier co sec structural details and for the same reason 
omitted all passengers and crew except for one individual 

amidships. The only features that I added were obvious ones, such 
as h,ttching patterns for cables ,tnd sections oflines ,tnd cables that 

had been partially hidden by people or objects. Where any 

uncertainty exists, I left a blank space. 
Finally, the drawing of Hatshepsut's ship was traced from a 

hrge and detailed drawing published in Edouard N,tville's 

publication of Deir el Bahri (Figure 3).19 To avoid confusion, my 
tracing removes overlapping vessels. 

LENGTH AND DEPTH OF THE VESSELS 

The original depictions of both types of Sahure's ships are 
slightly longer than ,t meter. Mediterranean ships are seated to be 

106 cm long, while the best preserved Punt ship is smaller, 102.4 

cm from how co aft end of stern fencc.20 A difference of 3.6 cm in 

such large reliefs is probably not significant. For this reason, I 

scaled both vessels co the s,tme length from the forw,trd edge of the 

bow to the aft end of the stern fence to facilitate comp,trison of 

their features. After doing chis, I overlaid the drawings. This 
revealed that the Punt ship's hull is shallower by two plank widths 

amidships and is also shorter (Figure 4). 

STERN FENCE 

Stern fences are approximately the same length and height for 
both ship types. In each case they consist of nine slats, each with a 

corresponding circular object below it. Between each slat is lashing 

with similar spacing. On the Mediterranean ship, only one slat and 
its associated circle extend abaft the hull, while over a third of the 

fence on the Punt ship does so (~1- Figures 1-2, 4). 

It has been proposed that this fence was a ladder,21 but a 

shallower hull should require and thus be outfitted with a shorter 
ladder. Furthermore, what purpose would the circular elements 

serve on a ladder, ,md why would the Punt "ladder" have ,m 

additional longitudinal clement in che middle? Instead, the circles 

appear to represent spheres or knobs used as thole-pins for quarter 

rudders.22 On one of Sahure's Mediterranean ships, deployed 
rudders are cletrly depicted ,ttrnched to these spheres with 

grommets (lines that secure rudders co thole pins while still 

allowing chem co rotate).2' 

If this is so, it may explain the extra longitudinal element on 
the Punt ship's fence. The hull of the Mediterrane,tn ship would 

support the weight and absorb most of the stress of ,t deployed 

rudder. On a Punt ship, however, the fence extending beyond the 
stern would have to carry the weight and absorb the stress from the 

rudders mounted on it, thus requiring additional reinforcement. 
This outbmtrd extension would h,tve allowed the shorter hull of a 

Punt ship to accommodate the same number of helmsmen as a 

Mediterranean ship. This would seem co indicate a desire to 

minimize the length and weight of the hull of a Punt ship. 

Figure 4: Sauhre's Punt ship in black overlaid on his Mediterranean ship in red 
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Figure 5: River boat {after El Awady, Abusir XVl: Sahure-The Pyramid Causeway: History and Decoration Program 

in the Old Kingdom [2009), pl S) 

Figure 6: Forward section with crew on a Mediterranean 

ship {after Borchardt, Das C:rabdenkmal des 

Konigs Sahu-re II [1913), pl. 11) 

MASTS 

Another indicator of the smaller size of Punt ships is the type 

ofbipod mast (lj. Figures 1-2). The mast on the Punt ship is the 

same type depicted on Nile boats (~/- Figures 2, 5). It was so light 

chat both ends could he stowed on raised supports or gallows 

without making a vessel cop-heavy. In contrast, the mast of the 

Mediterranean ship is only tilted out of place, so that just the top 

is stowed in a gallows; a hole is cut near the top of each gallows post 

to take a cable to help r,tise and lower the mast (Figure 1),24 

mechanical aid evidently unneeded for che Punt ship's. 

The greater weight of the Mediterranean mast is also 

indicated by its construction. Not only do its timbers appear to be 

heavier but ic also has more cross brnces, extending through both 

legs, and each brace h,ts holes to tal<e shrouds (lines used to support 

a mast). In contrast, for Punt ships and Nile boats the cross braces 

on masts do not extend through the legs and shrouds are fastened 

by other means. The mast on M editerranean ships has a longer, 

curved top reinforced with numerous hshings to resist greater 

stresses, while the top of chc masc on Punt ships is smaller and, lil<e 

the masts of Nile boats, lacks evidence of additional fastening. 

Finally, the mast on Mediterrane,tn ships has a U-shaped support 

lashed to both legs, a feature lacking on the Punt ship masts. All 

data arc consistent with Mediterranean ships carrying heavier 

mast and sail than did their Punt counterparts. 

Masts outfitted on Nile boats were d esigned to calce 

advantage of the relatively constant north winds. In contrnst, on 

the Red Sea a sail had to withstand "notorious" winds, gales, and 

sand storms, which sometimes struck while sailing in brown seas 

that hid reefs from view. These conditions have been described as 

"treacherous."25 To outfit a ship with such a light mast and rig that 

was designed for use on the Nile chen sail it on a long voyage in 

such waters, which furthermore lacked harbors where major 

repairs could be made, are indications Egyptian shipwrights were 

willing to rake risks to minimize weight. 

Figure 7: Reconstruction of the bow of Sahu re's Punt ship 

(after El Awady, Abusir XVI: Sahure-The 

Pyramid Causeway: History and Decoration 

Program in the Old Kingdom I 2009), pl. S) 

It should be noted chat T,trek El Awady proposed th,tr the 

vessel depicted in Figure 5 is ,t small Punt ship, while the ship in 

Figure 2 is a large Punt ship; since both had just returned from 

Punt, he also believes they are sailing on the Red Sea.26 The vessel 

in Figure 5 lacks any structural characteristics of a ship, regardless 

of size: instead, all details are consistent with standard Nile boats 

of the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties.27 Furthermore, everyone 
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Figure 8: Nile cargo boar with external hull lashings (from Miroslav Verner, Abusir: The Mastaba of Ptahshepses [Prague: 

Charles University, 1977], pl. 10, pg. 187. With kind permission of the Czech Institute of Egyptology) 

Figure 9: Profile drawing of rhe Khufu I vessel (nor to scale, after an unpublished photograph from rhe Paul Lipke 
Collection and. photograph 31 from the vessel section of the Paul Lipke Collection) 

aboard both Punt ships are bowing co the king, who is standing 
above chem tending co a tree from Punt.28 Thus, chis scene is 
consistent with a formal celebration caldng place on the Nik. A 
similar celebration of a returning fleet is depicted of six 
Mediterranean ships with crews and passengers bowing co 
Sahure.29 This celebration muse have taken place on che Nile. 

FORKED POLES AND OBJECTS WITH LOOPED CABLES 

Forward of both mases arc two poles. On Mediterranean 
ships, both are lashed together near che forward ends, and the 
shorter one is forked. The longest pole rests in nvo forked 
stanchions (Figure I A, B), and below it are two structures 
consisting of a curved body pierced by a hole through which runs 
a looped cable. Both objects (Figure I C, D) appear to have been 
mounted on and fastened to a caprail (Figure 1 P). The 
forwardmost loop (D) does not appear to be attached to mything, 
while the aft loop (C) is wider and flatter. The pole terminates 

either at chis aft loop or slightly aft of it (~/. Figures 1 C; 6 A), 

suggesting the pole was lashed here. Also mounted on the caprail 
near the stern is a rectangular object with a looped cable (Figure 1 

E). A similar structure m,1y have been located ,1c the bow directly 

below the lashing chat ties the two poles together, buc the only 
depiction of it, if it existed, is badly damaged (Figure 6 B). 

The Punt ship has similar de-vices, which appear in my 

reconstruction (1:/, Figures 2, 7). The forked pole has a similar 

orientation but is lashed between the hogging truss and a second 
pole (Figures 2, 7 A). The aft end of the second pole is lashed to a 
circular loop at the end of a heavy cable (Figures 2 A; 7 B). Heavy 
cables may also have been laced through this loop and tied off to 
one leg of a mast when it was stepped. llecause the loop is located 
at about the same place as the forward curved object with a loop 
on the Mediterranean ship, it could also have had the same 
function (Figures 1 D; 2 A, 4). 

Whether this second pole h,1d a fork ,1t the forward end is 
unknown because it is blocked from view. Aft of this pole on the 
Punt ship is a third pole running outboard of a cmved object 
(Figure 2 B, 7 C ). The shape and location of the curved object is 
consistent with it having the same function as the aft curved object 
with a loop seen on Mediterranean ships, but on the Punt ship 
depiction ofche lashings did not sm-vive (Fi!,'llres 1 C; 2 B; 4; 7 C ). 
The purpose of chis third pole is not dear. Considering the 
similarities of all these structures to those on the Mediterranean 
ship and the orienrntion of this object, chis ''third" pole is probably 
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pare of che Punt ship's long ( unforked) pole (Figure 7). 
Despite ,t number of proposed explarnttions for these devices 

on the Mediterranean ship, their purpose remains unclear. The 
only agreement is that they facilitated the raising and lowering of 
a mast.10 All elements on the Punt ship appear to have been fixed 
in phce; presum,tbly the same was true for the corresponding 
clements on rhe Mediterranean ship. The only hypothesis 
consistent with this observation is that lines tied to rhc masc were 
run through the fork in the pole and then pulled aft. This 
redirection of effort ( akin to a she,tveless block) would allow more 
men to participate in the mast-raising, after which lines would be 
tied to the looped objects on the caprail.·\l 

Regardless of the specifics of operation, the Punt ship has 

fewer wooden elements, relying instead on more lashings and 
cables. This suggests a smaller and lighter ship. 

HOGGING TRUSSES 

Each ship has a long, heavy cable extending nearly the length 

of each vessel (Figures 1 F; 2 C). This cable, known as a hogging 
truss, is a primary scructur,J element chat gave longitudinal 
strength to what is typically described as a weakly constructed 
hull.12 Tension was regulated by twisting the rod near the middle 
of a cable. If this cable parted, structural failure of the hull would 
probably follow quite rapidly. It is therefore significant chat 

Egyptian shipwrights lashed the previously discussed forked pole 
on Punt ships to it (Figure 7 A). Every use of chis forked pole
regardless of its function-would pull against and chafe this cable; 
over time this could fray and weaken a truss. ln contrast, these two 
elements are separate on Medicerrnnean ships (Figure 1). Use of a 
hogging truss to secure the forked post in this manner may have 

been another calculated risk talcen by shipwrights, conveying rhc 
idea of the criticJ importance of keeping weight to a minimum on 
Punt ships. Notably, a hogging truss on a Punt ship required only 

one stanchion to support it, as opposed to three on a 
Mediterranean ship.33 

Heavy cables wrap around the exterior of a Mediterranean 

ship's bow and stern(~/. Figures l G, H, 2). Large loops at the end 

of this bow cable may have taken a lateral timber to which a 
hogging truss was tied.34 In contrast, the corresponding stern cable 
appears to pass through a slot cut between the bulwark (side 
planking above a main deck) (Figure l I) and sheerscrake (a 
continuous run of planking from bow to stern below a main deck) 
(Figure 1 I)." This stern cable must have been tied off inside the 
hull, possibly to a crossbeam. This configuration was necessary 
because che presence of large excermJ loops at che stern would 
intcrfcrc with the operation and placement of quarter rudders. 
These cables may also have reinforced a hull at the extremities. 
Similar cables are depicted on a Nile boat from the mastaba of 

Pcahshepses (Figure 8), which dates to che reign of Nyuserre (c. 
2445-2421).16 This work boat is outfitted with such bow and 
stern cables but lacks a hogging truss. 

The Punt ship's lack of these external cables suggests that its 

hogging truss was tied directly to crossbeams. Their absence also 

may be evidence chat che hull did not need addition,J 
reinforcement, perh,tps because it was sm,Jler and lighter than chat 

of the Mediterranean ship. 

EXfERIOR TllANSVERSE LASHINGS SECURING SCARFS 

Exterior lashings depicted on Sahurc's ships have been cited 
as unique, and a number of theories have been proposed to explain 
chem.Ii To better understand their various functions, it is 
necessary to study che Khufu I vessel. J. R. Steffy proposed chat 
structural elements found within the Khufu I vessel reflect "what 

muse have been standard maritime tcchnolob'Y in ancient Ebrypr,"38 

and indeed features appearing on Sahure's Mediterranean ships 

are consistent with structural elements found on the Khufu I 
vessel.19 These propositions, along with new data from Sahure's 
Punt ships relief, substanti:tte some interpretations ,md allow for 
new ones. 

Much of the hull strength in rhc Khufu I vessel comes from 
the use of cedar planks chat are long, wide, and thick. Excluding 

the decorative ends and associated support timbers, the hull is 34. 5 
m long,40 with hull pLmks ranging in length from 7 to 23 m.41 The 
ends of these planks arc joined with long, curving scarfs that, 
although wasteful of wood, produce stronger joints (Fib•ure 9). 
One of Sahure's ships is depicted with hull planking that is very 
long and features scarfs similar to chose on the Khufu I vessel. Hull 

phnks on the Khufu I vessel are edge-joined with mortise-and
tcnon joints (Figure 10 A) and secured with transverse lashings 
(Figure 10 B).42 At the ends of some long scarfs that are very 
narrow, lashings protrude through the hull to reinforce chem 
(Figures 9 C, 10 C).4:l Notches were cut into che exterior surface 

of these planks so char the lashings would lay flush with the hull 

(Fibrtlre 10 C ).44 With some external lashings being well below the 
waterline on the Khufu I vessel (Figure 9 C, 10 C), Egyptian 
boatwrights must have perfected a technique of effectively sealing 

a hull. On Sahure's ships, the ends of some scarfs have rectangles 
drawn across them (Figure 1 K, L). These arc consistent to the 
appearance of the external transverse lashings used on the Khufu I 
vessel, 1; but these external lashings appear to be above the 

waterline. 
The only advantage co using chis lashing system is chat ic 

allowed a vessel to be broken down and rebuilt rather easily. These 
observations support the contention that Sahu re's ships were built 
using the same techniques as the Khufu I vcsscl.16 

HIGHEST VERTICAL LASHINGS, BULWARKS, AND CAPRAILS 

On Sahure's ships, a bulwark was added co hull planking 
(Figures 1 I, 2),"7 probably secured with the same fastening system 
used for the hull planking on the Khufu I vessel. A bulwark would 
add some longitudinal strength to a hull, but this does not appe,tr 
to have been its primary function. 

At deck level, hull planks on the Khufu I vessel are joined with 
crossbeams that are fitted into small notches and lashed in place 
(Figures 10 D, 11). Crossbeams are reinforced with three heavy 
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Figure 10: Half-breadth view amidships of the Khufu I 
vessel (not to scale, after Lipke, The Royal Ship 

I 1984], figs 48, 56 and from the Paul Lipke 
Collection Interior photographs 7 and 12 by 
Sherri Moore, vessel photograph 31 by Paul 
Lipke, and Drawings 39-41 by Hag Ahmed 
Y ousscf Moustafa) 

longitudinal girders rh,tt are c. 26 m long,48 or abouc 75'Y.) of the 

length of the hull. Two ,m side-girders (Figure 10 E) and one is a 

central-girder (Figure 10 F). All arc notched to fit crossbcams,49 

and each consists of two pieces joined with hook scarf-. However, 
the hook scarf joining the side-girders is a horizontal hook scarf 
(that is, cue from side to side) (Figure 10 E), while the central
girder has a vertical hook scarf(cut from top co bottom) (Figure 
10 F). The former was designed to resist longitudinal forces; the 
latter, lateral forces. 5n Thus, some of the greatest stresses on this 
hull were concentrated at deck level: crossbeams and longitudinal 
girders were primary structural timbers in this type of 
construction.51 Because these stresses would be considerably 
greater at sea, these elements would require more and larger 
fasteners to secure and reinforce them in a ship hull. 52 The central
girder may have extended the length of a ship.5

i 

Side-girders are such important structural elements that if 
they were replaced with bulwarks, then the same type of scarf~ and 
lashings used to join and secure side-girders would be required to 

join and secure planks of a bulwark (Fi!,'Ures 1 K, L; 10 E; ,/ the 

scarfs that join the hull planking in the Khufu boat, Fi!:,'1.Irc 9 A, 
B).1'1 However, no evidence exists for long, rolling scarfs on the 
bulwark (Figure I M, N, 0). The builders probably instead 
employed a weaker butt joint, which consists of one straight cue 
(sec Fi!:,'Urc 9 1) ),55 Butt joints were then lashed together (Figures 
IM, N, 0). The parallel lines of these lashings pierced the planks: 

" I 1, 
I I\ \ 
I I \ ) 
I I \ # 

■ 

I \ .,JII 

I I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

# 
# 

Figure 11: Sketch of notched crossbeam on the Khufu I 
boat (not to scale, after Lipke [1984], fig. 11). 

once the parallel lines were laced through holes, tightened, and 
then lashed, an external diagonal line, which did not pierce the 
planks, was wrapped around them and tightened. This allowed 
greater tension co be applied co the parallel lines. Where details in 
the relief survive, the diagonal lines arc dearly shown to wrap 
around the parallel ones. 56 

Neither scarfs nor lashings appear on bulwarks of Punt ships, 
probably because either these ships were so small chat a bulwark 
could be fashioned from a single timber or butt joints could be 
secured with standard internal lashings, such as those used on the 
Khufu I vessel (Figures 1, 2). This again is consistent with a smaller 
and lighter ship. 

Given the evidence of their relative structural weakness, 
bulwarks more likely structurally complemented rather than 
replaced side-girders. If ships had been outfitted with bulwarks 
strong enough to replace side-girders, such bulwarks would have 
also replaced side-girders on Nile boats, especially considering the 
amount of deck space lost when using side-girders (Figure 10). The 
primary function of ,1 bulwark on Sahure's ships was, rather, co 
raise the height of a hull and to help keep out seawater. 

Furthermore, what appears to be a caprail is fitted on 
bulwarks on both ship types (Figures I P, 2 D, 6 C). A caprail is 
typically a rehtively narrow timber covering the tops of frames, the 
upper edge of a bulwark, or both. On Sahure's Mediterrane,111 
ships, however, cap rails arc very wide and appear to span the space 
between side-girder and bulwark. The space between sheerscrake 

and side-girder on the Khufu I vessel is c. 40 cm wide.57 By covering 

this space, it kept out seawater while adding work space. This 
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cap rail is so wide that sailors on Sahure' s Mediterranean ships 

typically rowed and signaled while standing on it instead of on 

deck (Fit,'llrc 6). In contrast, rowers depicted on Sahurc's Nile 
boats58 and on Hatshepsuc's New Kingdom Punt ships (Figure 4), 

for example, stand on deck when rowing. Furthermore, if Sahure' s 
Mediterranean ships were oucficced with ,t sundard caprail, it 

would have been fitted on cop of the additional bulwark plank at 

rhc bow. Instead, this caprail sits below the bow plank (Figures 1 

Q, 6 B). 
Finally, if chis caprail indicates rhe length of the side-girder, 

then on Mediterranean ships side-girders extended the length of a 

vessel, while on Punt ships they extended only between bow and 
stern decks. This would be similar to the arrangement of the 

Khufu I vessel, suggesting these ships were smaller and lighter than 

their Mediterranean counterparts. 

LONGITUDINAL HULL LASHINGS 

Both ship types have, running from bow to stern (Figures 1 J, 
2), longitudinal hull lashings identical to the vertical lashings on 
bulwarks. Thus, they were probably mounted in che s,tme way. 

Such lashings added longitudinal support, 59 but if chis was rhcir 

sole function, one heavy cable (1/ the hogging truss) would have 

been more effective. As previously mentioned, crossbeams were 

primary structural elements, and these three lines appear to be at 
che same level as crossbeams along the length of a hull.60 According 

to Ctsson, they "probably served to keep the planking there from 

starting under the pressure exerted by the deck beams."61 Images 
of Fourth and Fifth Dynasty Nilotic work boats prior to the reign 

ofUnas support this interpretation. Work boats that appear to be 
carrying the hetviest cargoes on deck ,tre outfitted with chis same 

configuration of lines at the same location on a hull (Fit,'llrC 8). 

These three lines were probably med to tic crossbeams more 

securely to the hull planking. 

VERTICAL LASHINGS AT Bow AND STERN AND BLADE

SHAPED OBJECTS 

At the extremities of Mediterranean-but not Red Sea
hulls are vertical lashings (Figure 1 R, S). Typically, ends of scrakes 

(rows of hull planks) are fastened to vertical timbers called a stem 

(at the forward end) and a stern post, producing a stronger and 
more rigid structure. le docs not appear that Egyptian boatwrights 

used such posts by Khufu's time<;2 or that shipwrights had 

developed them by the reign of Sahure, because, as Landstr6m 
pointed out, the large, blade-shaped elements at the bow and stern 

arc set inside the hull planking and must have another function.61 

It appears chat these external lashings and probably mortise-and
tenon joints were the primary fasteners tying hull planking 

together on Mediterranean ships. If this w,ts so, the iconography 

of Punt ship suggests that it required only internal lashings with its 

mortise-and-tenon joints, perhaps because its lighter hull did not 

require external ones. 

On Mediterranean ships these blade-shaped objects 

(henceforth referred to as "blades") ,tre decorated with an utijat 

sign at the bow ,md an ankh sign at the stern; the former also 

appears on Sahure's royal sailboat.64 During the Old Kingdom 
these blades were outfitted on ships and Nile stone carriers,65 the 

hulls under the most stress. There also appears co be a correlation 

between loads carried and the number of blades. Stone carriers 
with a cargo of one sarcophagus and lid, as well as the previously 
discussed ships, are outfitted with one at bow and stern.66 Un,ts's 

stone carrier, which has a cargo of two stone columns, is outfitted 

with three blades at bow and stcrn,67 suggesting chat these blades 

were structural timbers. 

The blade at the bow of Sahure's Punt ship has a wide base 
(Figures 2, 7 D ). Since all other blades on Mediterranean ,md Punt 

ships have the same shape and the bases arc hidden by structural 

features, all probably had the same type of base. Only three 
interpretations of its actual configuration arc possible. The first is 

a standing knee, a naturally curving, L-shaped timber (Figure 12 

A). This seems unlikely because the shorter horizontal arm is too 
short to support the long and wide vertical ,mn chat rises ,tbove the 

hull planking, and there is too little hull planking to secure it, let 

alone contribute to the structural integrity of a hull. Furthermore, 
a central-girder would have to support the full weight of a blade of 

this configuration, which would either weaken a hull or require a 

larger girder. 

Instead, shipwrights may have ralccn a log with a protruding 

branch and crafted the outboard face to fit the curvature of a hull, 

while the branch would be shaped as a base (Figure 12 B). A timber 

Figure 12: Three proposed blade configurations for 
Sahure's Punt ship 
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of this form would reinforce hull planking and tie planking to a 
central-girder. 

A third possibility is that the lower arm is instead a wide base, 
extending to the bottom of a hull (Figure 12 C ). The outboard 

edge would have been crafted and secured as previously described, 
while the inboard edge would be thinned to cake a central-girder: 
Shipwrights would carve a vertical hook scarf into the wide base of 
a blade and a corresponding scarf into the end of the central-girder, 
and ,ts previously noted, the cwo timbers making up the central
girder on the Khufu I vessel were joined with ,t vertical hook scarf 

(Figure 10 F). This arrangement would greatly strengthen the ends 
of a hull lacking a stem and stern post. Either of these last two 

configurations (Figure 12 B, C) would produce a stronger hull. On 
Mediterranean ships the external vertical lashings may have 
extended through the hull planking ,md the outboard edge of this 
timber, adding additional support (Figure 1 R, S). 

The purpose of the vertical lashings extending below 
longicudinal lashings on both ships (Figures 1 T, U, 2) is not clear. 
They are, however, identical co the previously discussed lashings 
and must have been mounted in the same m,mner. Lilce the ocher 
lashings, chcy may have been added as additional reinforcement for 
chc hull planking. However, two other possibilities exist. 

Two-dimensional iconography and models suggest that the 
most common boat cype of the Fifth Dynasty h,td a flat how and 
seem (Figures 5 A, B; 8) tied rogecherwich ,tflac transom.6~ During 
chc Fourth and Fifth Dynasty chis may have been chc basic hull 
shape from which all other vessel types were adapted. For example, 

Figure 13 shows the bow timbers of the Khufu I vessel: if all 
timbers were cue off ,tc A ,md joined with a flat crnnsom, che 

resulting vessel would be similar in profile to the Nile boat in 
Figure 5. A transom was probably flxcd in place with a 
combination of mortise-and-tenon joints and internal lashings, as 
were other structural elements on the Khufu I vessel. Port side 

edges ofbow and stern transoms appear to be depicted on the river 
boat in Figure 8. 

When Egyptians extended the hull of royal vessels to make 
them finer and to mount decorations, they omitted this transom 
and extended the bottom plank. On it they fitted timbers called 
hood-ends or backing-timbers (Figure 13 B). A hood-end on che 
Khufu I vessel is a timber chat was as thick as bur wider at che 
inboard end than most hull planks, but it becomes progressively 
narrower and thinner away from the hull. The inboard ends were 

notched and fitted to the bottom plank, while the top edge was 
crafted with a deep bevel in which was ficced che lower edge of a 
shccrstralce (Fi1:,•urc 13 B). All of these timbers were fastened 
together with a combination of mortise-and-tenon joints and 
lashings. The butt joint was under considerable stress, thus 
requiring additional hshings chat penetrated che hull (Figure 13 
B, C, D ). These and lashings at the end of scarfa are the only ones 
chat protrude outside che hull of the Khufu I vessel. The former 
cannot be seen because they are laced through wooden lashing 
covers (Figure 9 E, F).6~ These covers are in roughly the same 
location as che lower vertical lashings on both of Sahure's ships 

figure 13: Bow construction of the Khufu I vessel (not to 
scale, after Drawing 9 by Paul Lipke and 
Drawings 2, 4-5 by Hag Ahmed Youssef 
Moustafa from the Paul Lipke Collection) 

(Figures IT, U; 2; 9 E, F). 
This interpretation is consistent with the construction of the 

Khufu I vessel, but it also appears co be the lease structurally sound 
intcrprccacion. Egyptian boacwrights designed hood-ends as a base 
for a decoration chat had to be as light as possible on the ends of 
vcrv fine vessels. These hood-ends did not structurallv reinforce a ' , 

hull: integrating such shore timbers into the ends of ships would 
produce a weaker hull. Furthermore, this would be inconsistent 
with che depiction of hull planks on Sahure' s ship. The forw,trd 
hull scrakcs appear to extend through the vertical bow lashings to 

the bow of the ship (Figure 1 ). 
A second possibility is that these lashings did not join scarfs. 

Since they are in roughly the same location as we would expect a 
£lac transom on a Nile boat, they may be external lashings of a 
transom chat was retained and converted into an internal 
bulkhead. Such a struccure would both reinfi_wce the hull planking 
at a weak location and give ,tddicional support co a central-girder. 

Regardless of the correct interpretHion, these exterior 
lashings and blades appear co have been needed to tic the ends of 
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Egyptian ships cogecher in che absence of a fully developed seem 

and stern post. 

CHANGES IN SHIP CONSTRUCTION 

All of the features just discussed convey the impression chat 

Punt ships during the reign of Sahure were smaller and lighter 
versions of Medicerrane,m ships and that shipwrights took 

calculated risks when designing and building these ships to keep 

weight to a minimum. This raises the question of why. 

Why did the Egyptians not transport large Mediterranean 
ships co the Red Sea, allowing larger cargoes to he shipped from 

Punt? One possible reason is th,tt perhaps, unlike Nile boats and 

Punt ships, Mediterranean ships were not designed to he broken 

down and rebuilt. 70 This seems unlikely because, as previously 

discussed, Mediterranean ships, lil(c their Red Sea counterparts 

and the Khufu I vessel, possessed structural features chat seem to 

have been designed to allow this very process. 

Furthermore, there is the matter of the hogging truss 
possessed by Sahure's ships. The most common explanation for 

the use of this device on Egyptian ships is that it compensated for 

a flat bottom, no keel, and a lack of internal framing cimbers.71 

This interpretation is an oversimpliHrncion, because vessels with 

these features can be seaworthy without a hogging truss.72 

At lease as early as Khufu's time, Egyptian shipwrights 
understood the structural advantages of building hulls with thick, 

heavy planking. On the Khufu I vessel, planking thicknesses ange 

from 12 to 15 cm,73 while the three bottom planks vary in widths 

in the range of c. 55-70 cm.71 The remains of Middle Kingdom 

hull planks found at Mersa/\Vadi Gawasis on the Red Sea have 

thicknesses of 6.S-22.S cm,7 5 and a contemporary site at Ayn 

Soukhna, also on the Red Sea, has yielded hull planks 10 cm thick 

and 30 cm wide from two ships estimated to be 14-15 m long.76 

Egyptian boatwrights had developed the bulkhead at least as 

early as the Middle Kingdom and, as previously discussed, possibly 

sooner. Timbers from a vessel found at Lishe( ... 1950 BCE) appear 

to have been pieces of a bulkhetd designed to secure a hrge 

longitudinal timber (Figure 14).77 An adnntage to using 

bulltheads to replace or supplement the large single-piece frames 
seen on the Khufu I vessel would be ease of transport: bulkheads 

could be disassembled (c/. Figures 10, 14). 

The Middle Kingdom 'J ale o/ the Shipwrecked Sailor describes 

a Punt ship as being 120 cubits (c. 62 m) long and 40 cubits (c. 21 

m) at the beam,78 giving a length-co-breadth ratio of 3: 1. This 
indicates a beamy, slow-s,tiling ship. The advantage of such a 

design is greater cargo capacity compared to a ship with ,t longer, 
narrower, and therefore faster, hull. If only one voyage could be 

completed in a sailing season, even in the fastest Egyptian ship, the 

most efficient strategy would be co send ships designed for larger 

and heavier cargoes. A ratio of 3: 1 would also produce a stronger 
hull, suggesting chat at least as early as the Middle Kingdom, 

Egypti,m shipwrights understood the structural ,tdvanuges of 

integrating heavy planking. and bulld1eads chat secured a large 

longitudinal timber running from bow to stern into a beamy hull. 

Nonetheless, over 400 years later, during the reign of 
Hatshepsut, Punt ships were still oucficced with a hogging truss 

(Fi6'l.irc 3). Why did che Egyptians fail to talte advantage of these 

evidcncly known structural clements to build ships wichouc 
hogging trusses? Even if shipwrights did use all of these elements, 

a hogging truss would probably still he needed because Egyptian 
vessels were designed to be taken apart and rebuilt. For Punt ships 

this was required co transport them across the Eastern Desert to 

the Red Sea, but why build Nile boats and Mediterranean ships in 
this manner? 

Wood in ancient Egypt was expensive, especially large timbers 

for large structures, such as ships, because Ebrypc lacked trees that 
could satisfy all its timber needs, especially chose oflong lcngth.79 

Bureaucrats consequently made great efforts to recycle wood,80 

and an effective method of doing so was to design boats and ships 

that could be broken down and rebuilt rather easily. 81 This strategy 
would allow for preventive maintenance not possible on other 

types of traditional vessel construction. le would extend the life of 

hgure 14: Lishe bulkhead {not to scale, after Ward, Sacred and Secular: Ancient Ef()'ptian Ships and Boats (2000), fig. 70) 
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Figure IS: Section of relief depicting Unas' ships (after Hassan, Zeitschrift for agyptische Sprachen undAltertumskunde 80, fig. 2) 

not only Egyptian vessels but also individual timbers for later 

recycling.82 A drawback to this method of construction is that the 

fastening system that allowed these vessels to be taken apart and 
rebuilc produced an inherentlyweaker hull th,tt required a hogging 

truss to hold it cogr.:thcr.81 Extant data thus suggest chat both Red 
Sea and Mediterranean ships were designed to be broken down 
and rebuilc. 

If Medicemmean ships could be broken down during 
Sahure' s time, why not sail chem on che Red Sea? The lilcely answer 

is that the long, wide, and heavy hull planking-as well as the large, 

one-piece framing-of such vessels was too large and too 

numerous for practical transport across the desert. A comparison 
of hull planking and scarfa on the Khufu I vessel with depictions 

of both on Sahurc' s Mediterranean ships suggests that E6rypcian 

shipwrights employed long planks as an aid co strengthen hulls. As 

previously mentioned, the Khufu l vessel without decorations is 
34.5 m long, ,md hull phnking ranges in length from 7 co 23 m. 

The lengths ofSahure' s ships are unknown, buc if a Mediterranean 

ship built with chc same tcchniqur.:s was only half the.: length of the.: 

Khufu l vessel, c. 17 m,81 hull planks would still be 3.5-11.5 min 

length. 
It has been proposed, however, that Sahure's Mediterranean 

ships were considerably larger/' and there may be evidence to 

support this. The Palermo Stone states that Sncfcru builc four 

« dewatowe-ships" chat were 100 cubits (c. 52 m) hmg.~6 If these 

were seagoing vessels, then the images of Sahurc' s Mediterranean 

ships could represent 100-cubic-long clewatowe-ships. If so, they 

would require even larger timbers than did the Khufu I vessel. It 

should be noted that more than one interpretation exists for a 

dewatowe-ship; according co Dilwyn Jones, it is a royal craft like 

the Khufu I vessel.87 Regardless which length is correct, according 
co Ward, most timbers for Punt ships must have been less chan 4 

m long because they h,td co be carried by men and donkeys for over 

150 km.88 If so, it may have been impractical to transport chc many 
large timbers required co build a standard Mediterranean ship 

across the Eastern Desert. As a result, Egyptian shipwrights 
designed a smaller, lighter ship by adapting elements from boch 

ships and Nik boats that could be carried to the Red Sea. 

By chc reign ofHatshcpsuc, however, the situation appears co 
have dramatically changed. A comparison of Sahure's ships with 

Hacshepsuc's Punt ships conveys the impression that the latter 

were not only larger than Sahure's Punt ships but also his 

Mediterranean ones as well. To judge from the sailors aboard all 
three ships, H,ttshpesuc' s ships ,tppear larger, especially when the 

height of sailors is compared to the height of chc hogging truss (l/. 
Figures 1-3). On Sahure's Punt ship the truss is above a sailor's 

waist, while on the Mediterranean ship it is at shoulder height. On 
Hacshepsuc's ship chis truss is well above the heads of rowers. 

However, care muse be taken when usinghum,ms co estimate scale. 
For ex,tmple, che m,m on Sahure' s Mediterranean ship is 16% caller 

than the man on chc Punt ship when both ships arc scaled to the 

same length. Moreover, the higher-ranking individual standing 

near the bow on H atshepsuc' s ship is larger than any of the rowers. 
A more reliable indicator may be the hogging truss. As 

previously seated, on Sahurc's Punt ships the hogging truss is 
supported by only one stanchion and lacks external cables around 

the hull to secure it, whereas the truss on his Mediterranean ships 
requires three stanchions and external cables. In contrast, che truss 

on Hatshepsuc's Punt ship required four stanchions for support. 
All four stanchions arc the same height, maintaining the 

maximum height of chis cable over a greater percentage of a hull. 
The number of stanchions is important because as a truss is 
tightened and the ends of a ship are pulled up, increasing 

downward force is applied to a stanchion. Thus, as ships become 

larger and heavier, more stanchions arc required to distribute chis 

force more evenly throughout a hull. The truss on Hacshepusuc's 

ship is also secured with external cables, which Sahure's Punt ship 

lacks (c/. Figures 1-3). All of this suggests chat Hacshepsuc's Punt 

ships were larger and heavier than any of Sahure' s ships. 

Ocher structural changes arc evident when comparing 
Sahure's and Hacshepsuc's ships. For example, on Hacshepsuc's, 

longitudinal lashings have been replaced with through be,tms,~9 

and the short vertical lashings ac che ends of Sahure's ships have 

disappeared, probably because shipwrights now use a seem and 

stern post. Fixed pole masts on Hacshepsut's ships, which replaced 
the retractable masts on Sahure's, are expected on larger hulls. By 

Hacshepsut' s time, Egypcim shipwrights appear co have developed 

techniques chat not only allowed chem to build larger ships with 

smaller clements buc also to replace lashings with timbers. Weight 
was obviously less of a concern. 
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This same technology may be reflected in the earlier Lishe 

timbers. Ward points out char Middle Kingdom boarwrighcs used 

short lengths of timber co build large stone carriers chat were able 
co carry hundreds of cons.9° Furthermore, Pearce Paul Creasman 

and Noreen Doyle state that evidence from the Middle Kingdom 
suggests char for "most watercraft, timbers appro,tching 4 m in 

length would probably have been rarc."91 Thus, at least as early as 

chc Middle Kingdom, E!:,'Ypcians could build large working vessels, 

possibly including their ships, with shorter timbers, consistent 
with a need to conserve long lengths of timber. 

Iconography may depict some of these scruccural changes as 

early as the reign ofUnas, the last king of the Fifth Dynasty. From 

the end of the Fifth Dynasty ch rough the Sixth Dynasty several 
changes cake place co Nilocic vessels. There is a trend of replacing 

multiple pairs of quarter rudders mounted with grommets with 
either a single stern rudder or one pair of stanchion-mounted 

quarter rudders with tillcrs.92 High, narrow sails were replaced 

with short, broad ones.91 Sean McGrail rightfully describes this 
time as a "phase of experimentation."94 A relief from Unas's 

causeway depicts rwo ships chat have been interpreted as che same 

type of ship as Sahure's Mediterranean ship (Figure 15), but 
Unas' s ships arc rarely discussed because scholars believe they lack 
the same degree of derail and otherwise suffer due to artistic license 

or error.95 However, these difficulties should not exclude chem 
from examination, ,ts they may still contain useful, interpretable 

information. 

The single hogging truss stanchion on Unas's ship implies 
chat it is closer in size to Sahure's Punt ship. Its depiction as an arc 

running from the bottom of the hull ne,tr the bow to the bottom 

of the hull near stern lacks the detail of any of Sahurc's ships, 

though ic has been suggested chat it is a stylized representation of 

the truss on Sahure's Mediterranean vessels.% However, this same 

convention of depiction does appear on one of Sahure' s boats 
being paddled apparently in a race,97 raising the possibility chat it 

is an accurate rcprcscncacion. \Vhaccvcr its missing details, the 

images convey che idea of a truss secured with cables wrapped 
around the hull, such as discussed previously. Bue on Sahure' s ship, 

only the bow is so wrapped, whereas the stern end ofUnas's is as 

well (1:/- Figures 1, 15). This is possible because che end of the 

hogging truss or cable it is tied to at the stern angles coward che 

middle of che ship and would not interfere with the placement and 

use of rudders. 

It should also be noted that the stern fence on Unas's ship 
extends beyond che hull farther th,m the stern fence on Sahure' s 

Mediterranean ship but not as far aft as the fence on Sahurc's Punt 

ship (~/. Figures 1-2; 15 ), signaling ic is smaller than the former 

bur larger than the latter. 

There is only one gallows on which co scow what appears to 

be a tripod mast, which is consistent with a much heavier mast 

than on Sahure' s Punt ships. An ocher change is che lorncion of the 

masc. It has been shifted aft, closer to amidships compared to Nile 

sailboats of chc Fifth Dynasty.98 Such changes would result in a 

configuration that could carry more weight higher up on a mast 
and distribute it over a wider area of ,t hull. U rnts' s ships may have 

been outfitted with a shorter sail. This interpretation is supported 

by depictions of such a type of sail on all Nile boats in che m,tsrnha 

ofMercruka/ 9 who was a vizier to Unas's successor, Teti. 

On Unas's ship the mast is secured by shrouds tied off 

forward of the stern deck. At about this same location on Sahure's 

Medicerrane,tn ship is che hrge looped cable fixed to a rectanguhr 

base (cj. Figures l E; 15); chis coincidence hints that the looped 

cable likewise sctvcd as a place co tic off shrouds. The lack of chis 

clement on Sahurc' s Punt ship may indicate that shrouds were tied 

off as on Unas's ship, and it also suggests that the forwardmost 
looped cable mounted in a curved object on Sahure's 

Medicerrane,tn ship was also used to cie off lines (Figures l D; 15). 

Port and starboard legs of the mast in Unas's ships arc further 

secured with trusses. Each truss was tightened with a pole, like che 

hogging truss, and the lower ends appear co be laced through a ring 

similar to the ring depicted on Sahure's Punt ship (Figures 2 A; 7 
B; 15). 

Another difference is a large forked pole, which on Unas's 

ship is similar to but heavier than those depicted on either of 
Sahure's ships (Figures 1-2; 15). Furthermore, it has been moved 

forward and lowered, creating a lower center of gravity. It appears 
to be theed into a notch in the bulwark. These changes would be 

consistent with added difficulties in raising and lowering a 

considerably heavier mast on a smaller ship while removing 

obstacles on deck and, most importantly, reducing wear on the 
hogging truss, a hazard of che arrangement seen on Sahu re's Punt 

ship. 

On the hull, exterior lashings have disappeared and there arc 
only three narrow sets of parallel lines. The two upper sets oflines 

may define an upper and a lower caprail, each with a different 
function. The top set is consistent with a standard mp rail. le is coo 

high to be the wide caprail on Sahurc's ships, but ic may have been 

the same type outfitted on che upper edge of side-girders on some 

Nile boats during Sahure's reign (Figure 5 C).100 

The two lower secs of parallel lines have been interpreted as 

corresponding co the longitudinal lashings on Sahure' s ships, with 
the diagonal lines between them being merely omitted by the 

artist.101 As previously noted, Egyptian artists were known to omit 

some details, but here they have also placed these two secs of lines 
too high on the hull co correspond to the longitudinal lashings on 

Sahure' s ships. The middle set of parallel lines on U nas' s ships have 

the same thickness, are located at che same level, and have the same 

length as the wide caprail on Sahurc's Mediterranean ships (~/

Figures l P; 15). The legs of the men standing on the stern deck 
on Unas's relief disappear below these middle parallel lines, which 

would be consistent with a caprail. Based on this comparison, the 
bulwark amidships on Urnts's ships now has ,theight of two phnks, 

whereas both types of Sahure' s ships have only one. The additional 

bulwark plank was mounted atop the wide caprail, and a bow 
plank is also mounted above or on it, similar to Sahure's 

Mediterranean ship (~/. Figures 1 Q; 15 A). If chis is so, a wide 

caprail was still being used but extended the full length of a ship 

smaller than Sahure' s Mediterranean ship, bur consistent with 

greater structural reinforcement needed for a heavier and possibly 
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slightly larger hull chan Sahure' s Punt ship. 

The lowest sec of parallel lines are at the same height as the 

pair oflincs that denote the upper edge of!ongitudinal lashings on 
Sahure's ships; perhaps some lashings were still required to 

reinforce crossbeams and possibly the seam between the 
sheerstralce and bulwark. These ch,mges may have been possible 

because chc blades appear to have been shifted outboard and 

protrude beyond the hull planking (Figure 15 ). E1,'}'ptian 

shipwrights may now have been securing hull planking directly to 
a seem and a seem pose, 102 which may explain che disappearnnce of 

che vertical hull hshings seen on Sahure' s ships. 

All of these changes would also result in a heavier hull, as 
lashings were replaced with wooden elements, a difference noted 

between Sahure and Hatshepsut's ships. All elements depicted in 

this relief are consistent with such changes in ship construction. 
Wh,ttever the other difficulties presented by this relief may be, its 

artists represented a number of logical structural details that did 

not exist on earlier ships. 

LOGISTICS 

Logistics may also have influenced the size of ships sailing to 

Punc. A standard proposition is chat Hatshcpsut' s ships, as well as 

ships of previous periods, returned to the Nile after a successful 
voyage co Punt.103 But recent d,mt suggest th,tt, possibly no hcer 

than the reign of Khufu, ships were in fact not returned to the 
Nile. Sometime between the end of chc Old Kingdom and early in 

the Middle Kingdom, Egyptians were using two seasonal ports on 

the Red Sea coast. Mersa/Wadi Gawasis was the southern port for 
trade with Punt, while, to the north, Ayn Soukhna was used to 

acquire turquoise and copper mined at Scrabit cl-Khadim in the 

Sinai. 
At Mersa/Wadi Gawasis, structures were built with coral 

blocks, anchors were carved from stone, and caves were cut into 

the cliffs. w4 At least eight caves, about twenty meters deep, survive 
and appear to have been used for storage. 105 Excavators found 

considerable wood debitage, the result of the "la ]ggressive removal 

of wood damaged by marine borers" from timbers belonging to 
ships that had completed voyages to Punt.w6 After this cleaning, 

timbers were stored, discarded, or recycled on site, while others 

may have been taken back to the Nile for recycling at shipyards or 

carpentry shops.107 It should be noted that these excavations cover 

only the western sector of a site that was, in antiquity, much larger. 

The central sector was almost completely destroyed by road and 
railroad construction, ,md the e,tscern sector was disturbed by a 

military installation and a quarry. 1
D
8 

At the northern site of Ayn Soukhna, a dozen rock-cm 
galleries have been found. As previously noted, in two of them 

were discovered the charred remains of sucked ship timbers.109 

According to Ward, these planks are chinner th,m those at 

Mcrsa/\Vadi Gawasis, consistent with a smaller ship;110 these 

timbers appear to be from two different ships, each 14-15 m 
long.111 According to Pierre Tall et, the evidence suggests that ships 

were transported from the Nile to the Red Sea at both sites, bm 

insce,td of being returned co the Nile, chey were stored in these 

galleries until che next sailing se,Lmn. 112 

Once ships had completed a sailing season, they would be 
dismantled, each piece being closely inspected for any damage or 

wear. 11
·' Those that could be reused were stored in the galleries, 

while any timbers that had to be replaced were me,tsured so 

shipwrights at a Nile shipyard could craft replacements before the 

next sailing season. Once all reusable timbers were stowed in 

galleries, stone masons would seal the entrances. For the next 
voyage, only replacement pares were brought from the Nile, and 

these probbly consisted primarily of hull planking below the 

waterline. This would have reduced the number of workers needed 
for subsequent expeditions. Once ships had been transported to 

the Red Sea, an extremely large expenditure in resources and labor 

might be required only to replace a ship lost at sea. 
Recent work at che site of Wadi el-J,u-f, also on the Red Se,t, 

has revealed ,mother Egyptian harbor with caverns sealed with 

large blocks, much like those at Ayn Soukhna and Mcrsa/ Wadi 
Gawasis. Evidence of supplies and ship elements were found, 

including a frame similar to that used on the Khufu I vessel. 
According to Taller, ship timbers were scored in chese caverns 

between voyages, which is important because this site appears to 

have been abandoned during the reign of Khufo.111 That such 

facilities existed in the Oki Kingdom suggests that this kind of 
storage was not a primary factor th,tc allowed Hacshepsm to build 

and subsequently transport hrger ships ,tcross the Eastern Desert 
than did Sahurc. 

CONCLUSION 

The iconography from the causeway of Sahure, along with 

other archaeological and iconographic data, arc consistent with 
Punt ships during the reign of Sahure being smaller and lighter 
than contemporary Mediterranean ships. This may have been due 

to the practical limitations inherent in transportation of large 
timbers across the Eastern Desert to build such a large ship on the 

Red Sea. By the reign of Hatshepsut, however, Punt ships appear 

to be larger even than Sahure's Mediterranean ships. This change 
in size may have resulted from innovations in construction that 

allowed larger ships co be built with smaller, more transportable 

timbers. 

The relief from the causeway of Unas seems to preserve 

evidence of a number of structural changes, especially the 

development of stem and stern post, which would have produced 
stronger hulls. Developments must have continued, because by the 

reign of Hatshcpsut through-beams were added and all evidence 

of external hull lashings disappears. This evolution may have 
allowed shipwrights to use smaller timbers in the construction of 

larger and heavier ships on che Red Sea coast. Considering the 
apparent large size of H,tcshepsuc's Punt ships and also chat ,Jl 

E1:,'}'ptian vessels appear to have been designed to be broken down 

and rebuilt to maximize the recycling of timber, by the New 
Kingdom there may have been no difference between 

Mediterrane,m and Red Sea ships of comparable size. This would 
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have allowed for greater standardization and increased efficiency 

in the recycling of timber. 115 

NOTES 

The iconographic and archaeological evidence on ships 
and ship construction during chis period is sparse. 
Iconography depicting ships consists of reliefs from the 
causeways of Sahure and Unas and from Hatshepsuc's 
temple ar Deir cl Bahri. The condition of Sahurc' s and 
Hatshcpsur' s reliefs arc described in rhe rcxc. Only a 

drawing ofUnas' ships has been published. Based on my 
personal observation, the original is worn and has lost 

much of its finer details. For chis reason I only discuss 
large derails. In regards co archaeological data, boat and 

ship construction from the Old Kingdom is limited to 
the Khufu I boat and a few ship fragments recenrly 

discovered at \1Vadi El-Jarf. From the Middle Kingdom 

only fragmentary remains of Red Sea ships and Nile 
work boats have been well-published and analyzed. 

Finally, only a preliminary publication of cwo 

disarticulated ships scored at Ayn Soukhna has been 

published, and it describes only the most basic details. 

Thus, our knowledge of ship construction is based on 

limited data. All relevant publications describing 

remains of ships and boats are cited below. 
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